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An exciting time to use Assessments & Surveys for talent practices at work.

ASSESSMENTS | SURVEYS

CENSUS
ONBOARDING
APPRAISAL | LEADERSHIP
LEARNING | COMPETENCY
PRE-HIRING
ASSESSMENTS +
INTEGRITY SURVEY
PER HIRE x ‘n’ APPLICANTS

CULTURE
EXIT

ENGAGEMENT

ANNUAL REQUIREMENTS PER EMPLOYEE
ONE PRICING OF ₹100 PER EMPLOYEE per month

ONCE PER EMPLOYEE

HIRING & ONBOARDING
Tests & Surveys

All tests and Surveys can be taken in local languages.
The charge is per hire; unlimited applicants can be tested but you
only pay for the person you hire as pricing is employee-based.
All results appear in real-time to allow immediate decisioning.
Multiple locations and institutions can be administered at once; it
lowers costs and saves time for fresher hiring.
Image Proctoring allows identifying the applicant and the user are
one and the same person.
Customised tests can also be created based on a one-time
customisation fee for factors like functional skills.

Responsibility Orientation

RESPONSIBILITY

Social Drive

Benefits

GOALS
Personal Drive

Competency Test | Based on a global framework of work
competencies divided into 3 levels of Junior, Mid & Senior.
Cognitive Test | 5 Reasoning types to determine applicant
reasoning prerogatives for dealing with work complexities.
Integrity Survey | An unique Survey to predict integrity quadrants
of the applicants to match as per job fitment.
Onboarding Survey | A 30-day post employment Survey to assess
role fitment and cultural experience to rule out early attrition.

INTEGRITY

NEEDS

Workplace Orientation

ROLE

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
Tests & Surveys
Competency Test | The competency must be administered
once a year for learning and developmental needs.
Leadership Assessment | Primary for identifying HiPo and
succession planning for leadership pooling.
Engagement Survey | Understanding needs and aligning
policy frameworks for higher productivity needs.
Census Survey | Annual immersion to understand roles and
performance from a 3600 perspective to align team
building.
Culture Survey | Annual exercise to understand differing
values and alignment to org objectives aligned to future
growth strategies.
Exit Survey | End of relationship Survey to understand
what differences cause separation and which factors can
contain and reduce attrition levels.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
KEY RESULT AREAS

COMPETENCIES
CAPABILITY | COGNITION | CURIOSITY

HYGIENE
EXTRINSIC

MOTIVATION
INTRINSIC

CULTURE AS A STRATEGY
AISI Framework for Workplace Culture

HYGIENE

ACTION + INTELLECT – High focus on driving intrinsic needs of the organisation via innovative approach.
INTELLECT + SOCIAL – Shows drive to build and attract external influence driven culture.
SOCIAL + INFLUENCE – Seeks reputation and brand image to be prima through selected values .
ACTION + INFLUENCE – A high drive to push higher achievements through collaboration and action.
INTELLECT + INFLUENCE – Need for incorporating motivational and long-term strategic approach.
ACTION + SOCIAL – Need to be seen, heard and rewarded as a cultural practice of selected values.

EXTRINSIC

SOCIAL
INTELLECT

INFLUENCE
ACTION

MOTIVATION

Workplace culture defined by two core AISI agencies; Hygiene &
Motivational factors
Hygiene driven values determine what we consider to be right in
terms of values and behavior;
Priority of certain values highlight our tendency to choose
Motivation driven values for self-driven performance.

INTRINSIC

INTRINSIC

EXTRINSIC

Which personality type drives and dominates
the culture in your organisation?
Reach us to find out more about your culture.
Autonomy Competence Purpose Success

Reputation

PEOPLE
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ANALYTICS
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A SINGLE PLATFORM HELPS
A single platform reduces a lot of headaches for HR practitioners
in the application and organizing of Tests and Surveys on an
annual cycle in the first place.
It also measures apples to apples; all data can not only be
accessed, it eases measurement scales and brings a lot of
comfort to Management in terms of comparative validation.
The proposed scope is not only affordably broad, its also deep
and wise in its coverage of all necessary tests and Surveys
required.
Finally, it addresses the need for a lifecycle benchmark score for
employee experience to be a brand differentiator in attracting
and retaining talent.








Enabling benchmarks for role-based attributes for improving hiring specs
Employee Lifecycle Scores for long-term vision and addressing the need for a listening post
Measuring Employee versus team versus role-contributor indices
Individual & team functional and behavioral metrics linked to strategic objectives
Engagement & milestone inputs at periodic intervals for experience diagnostics
Data gathering for Analytics and insights for Management through periodic real-time
reporting
Adds to employer branding for being a transparent and modern organisation with real-time
objective measurements

Job
6 primary advantages and unique propositions of PexiticsArchitecture
framework
Our Surveys focus on measuring across the four levels of physical, cognitive, conative and affective attributes which effect efficiency for
personal growth of the individual and lower organizational focus. Every survey is a serious tool for delivering insights.

4+

Our questions and metrics use unique propositions like the 4+score methodology to account for confidence and camaraderie among teams
and individual popularity. We equally can highlight introverted versus extroverted responses for aligning personal beliefs with role functions
as a guidance for the People Managers of an empathetic today.
Compared to competitor assessment and Survey companies’ who can make a simple process highly complex, we focus on asking the right
questions first. Our repository of questions is our core strength and make us unique as an organisation. Not to forget that customization is
the name of the game, you may further edit to customize as per requirements.
Real-time reports for both the individual and the Org teams ensure there is no time lost, be it for drawing insights or pushing through
complex change management for teams and individuals.
In today’s day and age, it is important to be able to not only collect data but draw meaningful insights from it. The use of easy-to-interpret
graphs are a constant feature in our dashboards and reports. So is our language lucid yet meaningful.
Finally, we offer solutions across the spectrum of People Management from consulting, coaching to PMS platforms and assessments to add
value to the ever-growing org requirements. Our forays and associative collective empowers us to understand and offer solutions beyond
the immediate and also uniquely innovative for the right audience.

